
game noun plural games
something that you play for fun

gang noun plural gangs
a group of people who spend time together 
and do things together

gaol noun plural gaols (say jail)
Gaol is another spelling of jail.

gap noun plural gaps
a hole or an empty space between two things

garage noun plural garages
a room or building in which people keep a car, 
motorbike or bus

garden noun plural gardens
a piece of ground where people grow flowers, 
fruit or vegetables

garlic noun
a plant like an onion with a very strong smell 
and taste

gas noun plural gases
A gas is any substance that is like air, and is not 
a solid or a liquid. We can burn some types of 
gas to give heat to cook with or heat our homes.

gasp verb gasps, gasping, gasped
When you gasp, you breathe in quickly and 
noisily because you are surprised, or because 
you have been running.  ‘I can’t run any 
further,’ he gasped.

gate noun plural gates
a door in a wall or fence

gather verb gathers, gathering,
gathered
1 When people gather, they come together. 

A crowd gathered to watch the show.
2 When you gather things, you collect them 

and bring them together.  I need to gather 
some information for my project.

Gg
gain verb gains, gaining, gained
If you gain something, you get something 
good or useful. I got the answer right and 
gained two points for my team.

galaxy noun plural galaxies
A galaxy is a large group of stars and 
planets. The Milky Way is a galaxy.

gale noun plural gales
a very strong wind

gallery noun plural galleries
a building or large room where there is 
artwork for people to look at

gallop verb gallops, galloping,
galloped
When a horse gallops, it runs as fast as it can.
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webcam noun plural webcams
a camera that films things that are happening 
and broadcasts them live over the internet

website noun plural websites
a place on the internet where you can find 
information about something

wedding noun plural weddings
the ceremony when two people get married

Wednesday noun plural
Wednesdays
the day after Tuesday

weed noun plural weeds
Weeds are wild plants that grow in a garden 
or field when you do not want them to.

week noun plural weeks
a period of seven days  I’ll see you next week.

weekend noun plural weekends
The weekend is Saturday and Sunday.

weep verb weeps, weeping, wept
When you weep, you cry.

weigh verb weighs, weighing, weighed
(say way)
1 When you weigh something, you use a 

machine to find out how heavy it is.
2 The amount that something weighs is how 

heavy it is.  How much do you weigh?

weight noun plural weights (say wait)
1 The weight of something is how heavy it is.  

Do you know the weight of the parcel?
2 Weights are pieces of metal that you use 

for weighing things.
3 Weights are heavy pieces of metal that 

people lift to make their bodies stronger.

weird adjective weirder, weirdest
(say weerd)
Something that is weird is very strange.

weary adjective wearier, weariest
(say weer-ee)
If you feel weary, you feel very tired.

weather noun
The weather is what it is like outside. It could 
be sunny, windy, rainy or stormy. It could be 
very hot or very cold; there could be snow or 
hail.  Our picnic depends on the weather.

weave verb weaves, weaving, wove,
woven
To weave cloth means to make it from threads.

web noun plural webs
1 A web is a thin net that a spider spins to 

trap insects.
2 (in ICT) The web is the World Wide Web, 

where information is kept on computers all 
over the world and people can use it by 
using the internet.

webbed adjective
Animals with webbed feet have skin between 
the toes of their feet.
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